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knitr::opts_chunk$set(comment=NA, error=T, cache=F, message=F,
fig.pos="H") # prevent "floating" of figures

# while still using captions
library("litdata")
library("dplyr")
library("tidyr")
library("mallet")

Working on the model outputs (exercises)

Loading the model sampling state for Astrophil and Stella with the litdata helper function
read_mallet_state:

sidney_model_frm <- read_mallet_state("mallet-intro/sidney_state.gz")

Words and topics

Collect ’em all

First, the topic-word frame:

topic_words <- sidney_model_frm %>%
group_by(topic, word) %>%
summarize(count=n())

The winners

Here are the topic “labels,” given by the words most frequently assigned to each topic:

topic_top_words <- topic_words %>% group_by(topic) %>%
arrange(desc(count)) %>%
top_n(7, count)

topic_labels <- topic_top_words %>%
summarize(label=str_c(word, collapse=" "))
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topic_labels %>%
print_tabular()

topic label
1 words praise rich write fame speake flow
2 mars golden finding ioue young apt brings feele field free ioues kings learnd nam’d phoebus shield speake sun sware thought wounds yeeld
3 plaints apt dog forst lap line making phrases sighs soone sprites sugred woes
4 cupid addresse brake curious dig foe friendly golden holds marses meane muse praise quintessence sake state vse yeeres young
5 night day fortune blacke lesse tedious birds chance darke darkned field horrors long lookt marke minds nights powers rest rude silent slow sprites streight thought thyself tired vse woes
6 muse sicke beare grammer patience high bed blessed cold enuy fy hopes precepts reade safe sake sayes warmth weepe white
7 high night birthright content enuie lose low reward sin sinfull waies waile worse
8 reason darts doest heau’ns powers shield sleepe wouldst wounds
9 lie fly sleepe touch boy curst free gold guest hast hid wings

10 blacke horse bright cheeks colour models pride seeme sturre vaile worke
11 loue eyes heart stella faire sweet selfe
12 bit betweene eares hornes left nymph pleasant questions sweare tender

This runs off the page. top_n(k) returns more than k results where there are ties. In this
case the counts are so low that a “top” word can occur only one or two times! Let’s do it
over with a cut-off of 3 occurrences, which will reveal just how flimsy this particular topic
model really is:

topic_labels <-
topic_labels <- topic_top_words %>%

filter(count >= 3) %>%
summarize(label=str_c(word, collapse=" "))

topic_labels %>%
print_tabular()

topic label
1 words praise rich write fame speake flow
2 mars golden finding ioue young
3 plaints
4 cupid
5 night day fortune blacke lesse tedious
6 muse sicke beare grammer patience high
7 high night
8 reason
9 lie fly sleepe touch boy curst free gold guest hast hid wings
10 blacke horse
11 loue eyes heart stella faire sweet selfe
12 bit
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To visualize a given topic’s word distribution, we can use:

topic_words %>%
filter(topic == 1) %>%
top_n(7, count) %>%
arrange(count) %>%
mutate(word=factor(word, levels=word, ordered=T)) %>%
ggplot(aes(word, count)) +

geom_bar(stat="identity") +
coord_flip() +
ggtitle(topic_labels$label[1])
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Figure 1: The most prominent words in topic 1

A couple of new ggplot tricks here (which I didn’t expect you to guess). First, to get the
bars in the right order, we could have used the breaks parameter to scale_x_discrete.
Instead, I’ve used mutate to turn the word column into an ordered factor, after arranging
word in the order I want. The syntax for an ordered factor is factor(xs, ls, ordered=T),
where ls gives the categories in the order you mean them (this means the items of ls are
unique, whereas xs can have repetitions; compare ordinary factor(xs)). The other trick
here is that I find this plot easier to read with the bars running left to right instead of top
to bottom. coord_flip() does what it sounds like it does, but notice that we still specify
everything else about the plot as though the word where on the x and the count on the y:
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coord_flip is a coordinate transformation after we’ve already set up the grammar of the
plot. Finally I’ve stolen the plot title from the topic label data frame.
In this case none of the topics are that meaningful, except possible the topic which has
captured most of the corpus, topic 11. That may more or less tell us about some important
collocates in the whole sequence!
However, the most frequent words in a topic are not always the most meaningful because
they may also be frequent in other topics (Schmidt remarks on this). To things follow from
this: first, if you are interested in a particular word within a topic, check to see whether it
is also prominent in other topics. Second, you can try some strategies for labeling topics
that penalize words that occur prominently in multiple topics. We’ve already seen one
strategy for doing this, namely tf*idf weighting. Here the “documents” are the sampled
topic distributions. We’d derive labels this way:

n_topics <- max(topic_words$topic) # long way to say 12
topic_words %>%

mutate(term_freq=count) %>%
group_by(word) %>%
mutate(score=1 + term_freq * log(n_topics / n())) %>%
group_by(topic) %>%
top_n(7, score) %>%
arrange(desc(score)) %>%
summarize(label=str_c(word, collapse=" ")) %>%
print_tabular()

topic label
1 words rich praise verse write speake reasons skill
2 mars ioue finding nam’d sware yeeld young
3 plaints dog making apt lap line sighs sugred
4 addresse brake dig foe marses quintessence yeeres
5 night day fortune birds chance darkned horrors minds nights rude tired
6 sicke grammer patience muse beare blessed enuy fy precepts safe
7 birthright reward sin waile content enuie lose low sinfull waies worse
8 reason darts doest shield wouldst wounds heau’ns powers sleepe
9 fly touch sleepe lie boy curst guest
10 horse blacke bright cheeks colour models seeme vaile
11 loue eyes heart stella faire sweet selfe
12 bit hornes pleasant questions nymph betweene left sweare tender

In my experience, this rarely makes an enormous difference in how you label the topics.
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Documenting the work

doc_topics <- sidney_model_frm %>%
group_by(doc, topic) %>%
summarize(count=n())

Again, it is sometimes useful to modify the measurement of topic prominence in a document
by penalizing topics that are prominent in many documents. I won’t do that here.
We use inner_join to join doc_topics to topic_top_words and get more readable results:

labeled_top_docs <- doc_topics %>%
inner_join(topic_labels, by="topic") %>%
group_by(topic) %>%
top_n(3, count)

More winners (why always winners?)

There was a typo on the homework here (since corrected) where I described the data frame
with all document-topic proportions as topic_top_docs. Actually, of course, this name
should be used for a frame like this:

topic_top_docs <- doc_topics %>% group_by(doc) %>%
mutate(topic_proportion=count / sum(count)) %>%
group_by(topic) %>%
top_n(3, topic_proportion)

Over “time”

Working from doc_topics, we produce a faceted plot with sonnet number on the horizontal
and topic proportion on the vertical, one facet for each topic.
First we are going to turn the document labels back into numbers (otherwise it will count
as a “discrete scale” and ggplot will put every single number on the x axis labels):

doc_topics$doc <- as.numeric(doc_topics$doc)

The faceted plot goes something like this:

topic_series_plot <- doc_topics %>% group_by(doc) %>%
# proportions, recall
mutate(topic_proportion=count / sum(count)) %>%
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ggplot(aes(doc, topic_proportion)) +
facet_wrap(~ topic, ncol=3) +
xlab("Sonnet number") +
ylab("Topic proportion")

Now we can add on geoms. Bars are best, here:

topic_series_plot +
geom_bar(stat="identity", width=0.5)
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Figure 2: “Series” of topic proportions over the sequence

In a “time series” you sometimes want to highlight trends by showing a smoothing line:
geom_smooth, like geom_line, requires a group aesthetic for this to work:

topic_series_plot +
geom_bar(stat="identity", width=0.5, color="gray50") +
geom_smooth(group=1, method="loess", se=F)

loess is a “local regression” smoother, which means that the curve is produced by (roughly
speaking) making a new regression approximation in the neighborhood of each data point.
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Figure 3: The same, with a deceptive smoother
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By default, geom_smooth draws a “ribbon” showing an estimate of the statistical “error” of
the smoothing line, which is a pretty misleading notion here. But then the “smoothing” is
itself misleading, since it interpolates where there is nothing to interpolate. Only smooth
when you really are looking at a trend and not isolated events.

The real moral

I used the Sidney sequence as an example because the corpus was so small. But that turned
out to be a problem for modeling. The rest of the exploration revealed the various ways
in which the modeling was problematic. At best we have caught a few patterns of word
collocation that recur in a few sonnets, but these useful patterns are swamped by statistical
noise. Seeing this happen has not been a useless exercise, since you can’t use a model for
your analysis until you’ve studied it carefully and assessed its validity. That goes for any
model, not just one produced by Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
Still, it would be good practice to work through some examples where the modeling results
are less flimsy. You could work further with the Egoist example from class on April 16: that
model, though it could certainly improved, does seem to capture meaningful collocational
patterns in the texts. I’ll write up my own notes on Jockers’ example in chapter 13 as well.
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